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Comments from consumers who have used this trader
07-Oct-2019

Very professional and helpful. Steve ensured we had
exactly the right type of shutter that we needed,
discussing pros and cons of the different options.
Thanks!

01-Sep-2019

We contacted Steve on recommendation from some
friends, and are more than happy to pass on our own
recommendation. He went out of his way to help us
choose the right shutters and explained everything
clearly. He took great care in measuring up, and the
install was a perfect fit. Our shutters even arrived
ahead of schedule. Our shutters have transformed our
living room and we wouldn't hesitate to return to Steve
in future. Highly recommended.

12-Aug-2019

Excellent service, good communication, all done very
professionally, clean and looking good! Excellent
practical advice when making decisions too. All and all
very happy with our lovely new shutters.

01-Jul-2019

Steve was friendly and efficient throughout our
dealings. We are very pleased with our new shutters -
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they have completely transformed the living room. We
can happily recommend him to anyone looking to have
shutters installed.
13-Apr-2019

Steve was polite and courteous and extremely
thorough. Iâm so pleased with my shutters! Would
absolutely recommend Silverwood to anyone who is
looking to have shutters fitted.

12-Jan-2019

We are delighted with the service we received from
Steve. From the day he arrived to measure up and give
us the quote for shutter installation to the actual fitting
date we were impressed with the professionalism of
this company. Steve discussed with us all the various
options for these shutters and gave good advice. We
agreed on a fitting date and the shutters arrived in
good time and were fitted on the agreed date. They
were fitted really well and we are so pleased with
them. Steve arrived promptly every day and caused no
disruption when fitting and always at the end of each
day he cleared up thoroughly before he left. So we
would certainly recommend Steve and Silverwood
Shutters Ltd to others as reliable, trustworthy,
providing excellent service and good value for money.

05-Dec-2018

Very happy with overall service and quality. Shutters
look great.

09-Nov-2018

Steve did a fantastic job fitting our shutters. I would
highly recommend him to anybody else considering
having this work done. The level of service received
from quoting to fitting far exceeded our expections.

30-Oct-2018

Steve at Silverwood Shutters delivered the exact vision
I had for my shutters: the product itself is flawless and
the fitting of the product was impeccable. This was
certainly not down to luck. Steve spent over three
hours in my home, going through the multiple options
about framing, number of panels, size of slats, colour
etc etc and measuring up each individual window
(despite me telling him they were all the same size) all
before I placed my order (or had made any financial
commitment to him). Steve is genuinely passionate
about his product and cares greatly that you like your
shutters as much as he does! He is very friendly and
easy to have in your home over the fitting days â he
was lovely to my toddler and two dogs (who were all
eager for his attention!) Fantatsic company.

02-Oct-2018

I absolutely love my new shutters!!! Steve was friendly
yet professional. Really helpful and informative. The
shutters look fantastic and really finish off my home. I
cannot recommend enough. Thanks for a great job.

08-Jul-2018

Very professional service and excellent quality product
and installation. Our shutters will last a lifetime and are
a real investment in our house. We are very happy
customers.

29-Jun-2018

We are very happy with our new shutters. Steve was
incredibly knowledgeable about his products. The
service was reliable and Steve went out of his way to
ensure a good final product and that we were happy
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with product / service. I would highly recommend him
and the company.
22-Apr-2018

From the moment of contacting Steve at Silverwood
the service standard attention to detail and passion
was obvious. Steve briefed us in the many choices
available and helped us choose the right plantation
shutters for our house. Steve was polite courteous tidy
on time and within budget. The shutters are of
excellent quality and installed with care, attention and
obvious skill, oh and Steve was very good with our dog.
THANK YOU Steve, not usually a big review writer but
wanted to share how happy we have been with
Silverwood. Canât recommend enough.....

15-Mar-2018

We are absolutely amazed with the level of service that
we received from Steve! He did a fantastic job advising
us on the different types of shutters and we are
absolutely thrilled with the end result! The shutters
look amazing! Thank you!

28-Feb-2018

I was extremely pleased with the level of service
provided by Steve. I especially liked the fact that Steve
measured and fitted the shutters ensuring that the
whole job was seamless and that a high standard was
maintained throughout.

04-Feb-2018

Great service. Love my shutters!

15-Jan-2018

Steve at Silverwood Shutters was the ideal person to
do the job of installing our shutters. From start to finish
he was friendly, courteous and professional. But more
than that, he is genuine. The fact that the job was done
to a very high standard, flawless in fact, was just a
bonus. We used Silverwood Shutters more than once
and were hugely impressed with the job done on both
occasions. Our house now looks great and is far better
insulated for warmer winters and cooler summers. We
recommend getting shutters and will once again use
Silverwood Shutters if we move house in the future. My
wife and I couldn't imagine living without them now.
Also, Steve is great to have a chat with as yet another
bonus. Worth every penny.

02-Jan-2018

Steve was clearly passionate about shutters and had a
lot of knowledge and gave very good advice about the
type and material most suitable for us. He arrived on
time and did an excellent job and we highly
recommend him

10-Feb-2017

High standard quality work delivered by Steve who was
just not good at his work but has lots of other
subsidiary skills that would please any of his
customers. To highlight some : Steve's attention to
detail, precision used to fit the shutters, cleaning up
after the job, punctuality and constantly checking
customer satisfaction at every point. Thank you
Silverwood shutters !

18-Nov-2016

Dealing with Steve at Silverwood Shutters has been a
pleasure from start to finish. He took time to help me
choose the correct style and colour for my windows
and when fitting day arrived he worked constantly
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throughout the day.The shutters are perfect and the
standard of work exemplary. He takes true pride in his
work, filling in all the holes from my old curtain poles,
taking away the rubbish and even refused to allow me
to vacuum up what little mess there was. I would not
hesitate to recommend him .
14-Nov-2016

Really good service and brilliant finish. Gets the job
done to a high standard.

19-Aug-2016

If you are looking for quality and reliability look no
further than Silverwood Shutters. In addition though
you will receive someone who takes a real pride in
their work and is also trustworthy and personable. I
cannot praise them enough and would have no
hesitation in recommending them.

02-Aug-2016

Steve has fitted shutters in two homes for us. We are
very happy with the standard of his work and the
quality of the shutters. We would recommended him to
anyone who requires shutters in their homes or
businesses.

03-Jul-2016

Fantastic Service - Steve is a real perfectionist, exactly
what you need when having work done. We absolutely
love our shutters & would not hesitate in
recommending him to anyone who requires shutters.
The shutters are of real quality & the work was
completed efficiently, timely and with no problems.
Steve is totally trustworthy and can be left in your
home to complete the work, he even signs for your
parcels if you are out ! First Class Service.

28-Jun-2016

Steve was honest , professional and friendly
throughout and delivered a great service... I would not
hesitate to recommend him. The shutters look great
and in fact so good we are weighing up whether to get
some more fitted at the back!

31-May-2016

What a fantastic service! Steve was a pleasure to meet
and is honest, knowledgable and reliable. He takes
huge pride in getting the job right and has an eye for
detail. For us he measured up and fitted a 4 panel
shutter for our bay window in Amersham - looks great
and works brilliantly. We would happily recommend
Steve and his company to all our friends and family.
Don't shop around or look elsewhere - just go with
Silverwood!

17-May-2016

Excellent service. Excellent shutters. Perfect fit.
Clearing up/making good. Excellent

11-May-2016

He did an excellent job; he was tidy and delivered what
we agreed.

08-Mar-2016

Just to say anyone that is looking for stylish shutters for
your home, we recommended steve at silverwood
shutters & never looked back as his attention to detail
was 10 out 10 & the quality of the shutters was very
high quality, workmanship was perfect, very clean
workman

05-Mar-2016

Steve, the proprietor demonstrated strong technical
knowledge and great attention to detail in the whole
process. He acts with utmost professionalism, provides
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good advice covering all pros and cons and acts with
credibility and integrity at all times. The end product
(shutters) were stunning and worth the wait. Very good
value for money. Perfect customer experience and this
is how it should be. I highly recommend him.
20-Jan-2016

Very impressed with the professional work carried out
on fitting 6 shutters. They look fabulous.

10-Jan-2016

Attention to detail and good service. Excellent
installation service.

07-Jan-2016

Amazing service and a superb product.

05-Jan-2016

Suppply and install wooden shutters for bay window.
Excellent service start to finish and first class quality.

04-Jan-2016

Absolutely brilliant from start to end. They were
professional, customer friendly with a fantastic
attention to detail. I could not fault the service at all.
Everyone should use this company!

03-Jan-2016

Fitting in time for Christmad was outstanding. Trusted
with house keys, fit and look of shutters is excellent.

09-Dec-2015

Dealing with Steve made the whole experience of
purchasing shutters so easy. He was so polite, very
informative on the product, punctual and a very clean
worker. The finished product looks amazing and I would
definitely recommend them to my family and friends. I
look forward to dealing with them again in the future
when we finish the remainder of the house.

29-Oct-2015

Installation of shutters on three windows.

14-Oct-2015

Steve's attention to detail was excellent, as was after
care: we had a small mishap with some nail varnish
and the newly installed shutters, which Steve was able
to help us resolve. Highly recommend.

07-Oct-2015

Professional, helpful, delivered on time. He was very
clean and always tidied up as he went along the house.
Explained best practice for aftercare of the shutters.
Overall experience; excellent

03-Sep-2015

Excellent, personal service from initial consultation to
final fitting. Close attention to detail in measuring,
advice on style, and fitting was given. We are
absolutely thrilled with our shutters! Highly
recommended.

29-Aug-2015

Steve provided an excellent service, and was very
personable when he fitted the shutters- even after a 15
hour day of fitting our shutters onto our rather old and
wonky bay windows, he remained cheerful and was
very thorough and diligent in making sure they fit
perfectly and looked great. We're really pleased with
them now and are very glad we took the plunge. The
only drawback (which was fairly small) was the long
wait between ordering and fitting, as the shutters
needed to be made overseas.

18-Aug-2015

Very accurate and precise in fitting shutters. Excellent
workmanship and very conscientious. Accurate time
scale given for material delivery..

14-Aug-2015

Excellent throughout. Superb service
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13-Aug-2015

A fantastic product; excellent quality, beautifully fitted,
robust shutters. From meeting to talk through samples
to the perfect final fitting, Steve is a perfectionist and
won't be happy unless the shutters look absolutely
perfect (and they do). He provides an excellent
customer service.

03-Aug-2015

The work was carried out on the agreed date ,job
completed in 2 days

17-Jul-2015
15-Jul-2015

Delighted with the shutters. Great service and
excellent craftsmanship.

14-Jul-2015

Steve continues to provide an excellent level of service
(this is the second time we have used him to fit blinds
to our house). He has always been punctual and very
very tidy. The blinds he fitted were exactly as
described and we would not hesitate to refer Steve to
our friends and family (in fact we have)!

07-Jul-2015
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